Yeast mutation accumulation experiment supports elevated mutation rates at highly transcribed sites

Because mutation is the ultimate source of genetic variation, understanding mutational patterns and mechanisms is of fundamental importance. Previous studies provided genomic evidence that, in the bacteria *Escherichia coli* and *Salmonella typhimurium*, yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, and human germ line, the mutation rate of a gene generally increases with the expression level of the gene, likely because of the transcription-associated mutagenesis (TAM) that trumps transcription-coupled repair (1–3). In PNAS, Zhu et al. sequence the genomes of 145 yeast mutation accumulation (MA) lines but detect no influence of transcriptional level on mutability (4). To investigate this discrepancy, we reanalyzed their data.

Zhu et al. identify 867 single nucleotide mutations (SNMs) (4), 559 of which are located in exons. We quantified the relative mRNA expression level at an exonic position by the number of mRNA sequencing (mRNA-seq) reads covering the nucleotide, estimated from a diploid yeast strain of an appropriate genetic background grown in the same medium as in the MA experiment (NCBI accession no. SRR1002821). The 559 SNM sites have on average 5.49 mRNA-seq reads, significantly greater than the random expectation of 1.20 ($P = 0.0013$, randomization test), which was also estimated by the aforementioned method. Thus, TAM is supported.

There are two primary differences between the analysis of Zhu et al. and our analysis. First, they used a microarray-based dataset of nascent transcripts (4), which is expected to be less reliable than the NET-seq data. Second, they used only 256 SNMs, a subset of the 867 SNMs with relatively high genomic sequencing coverage (4). We found that 181 of these 256 SNMs are located in exons. Although these 181 sites also have significantly more mRNA-seq reads ($P = 0.0008$) and NET-seq reads ($P = 0.0013$) than their respective random expectations, these results are less reliable than those from the 559 SNMs due to potential Illumina sequencing biases that are shared among genome sequencing, mRNA-seq, and NET-seq. Regardless, appropriate analysis of the MA data of Zhu et al. reconfirms that the mutation rate of a nucleotide increases with its transcriptional level and illustrates the value of this large set of spontaneous mutations from nonmutator cells for uncovering mutational patterns and mechanisms.
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